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We present a search for anisotropic cosmic birefringence in 500 deg2 of southern sky observed at
150 GHz with the SPTpol camera on the South Pole Telescope. We reconstruct a map of cosmic
polarization rotation anisotropies using higher-order correlations between the observed cosmic microwave
background (CMB) E and B fields. We then measure the angular power spectrum of this map, which is
found to be consistent with zero. The nondetection is translated into an upper limit on the amplitude of the
−4 rad2 (0.033 deg2 ,
scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum, LðL þ 1ÞCαα
L =2π < 0.10 × 10
95% C.L.). This upper limit can be used to place constraints on the strength of primordial magnetic
fields, B1 Mpc < 17 nG (95% C.L.), and on the coupling constant of the Chern-Simons electromagnetic
term gaγ < 4.0 × 10−2 =H I (95% C.L.), where H I is the inflationary Hubble scale. For the first time, we also
cross-correlate the CMB temperature fluctuations with the reconstructed rotation angle map, a signal
expected to be nonvanishing in certain theoretical scenarios, and find no detectable signal. We perform a
suite of systematics and consistency checks and find no evidence for contamination.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.083504

I. INTRODUCTION
The exquisite mapping of the cosmic microwave background polarization (CMB) anisotropies, in particular of the
odd-parity B modes, is arguably the main driver of the current
and upcoming experimental effort in CMB research ([[1],
SPT-3G]; [[2], AdvACT]; [[3], BICEP3/Keck Array]; [[4],
Simons Array]; [[5], CLASS]; [[6], Simons Observatory];
[[7], CMB-S4]). Beyond providing key insights on the
physics of the early universe and the large-scale matter
distribution, at large (l ≲ 100) and small (l ≳ 100) angular
scales, respectively, accurate measurements of the CMB B
modes open new avenues to test fundamental physics and a
variety of exotic physics (see, e.g., [8]).
Among the several physical processes affecting CMB
photons during their cosmic journey, in this paper we focus
on the cosmic birefringence (CB), i.e., the in vacuo rotation
of the plane of polarization of photons over cosmological
*
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distances. CB naturally arises in different theoretical contexts, which can be roughly broken down into two main
classes: parity-violating extensions of the standard model
(e.g., [9,10]) and primordial magnetic fields (e.g., [11]).
Depending on the specific details of the physical process
sourcing the cosmic polarization rotation, for example,
whether the underlying pseudoscalar field is homogenous
or not, we can expect a uniform rotation angle α, an
anisotropic rotation αðn̂Þ across the sky, or both.
Measurements of the constant polarization rotation angle
α have been performed in recent years using both astrophysical sources, such as radio galaxies, and the CMB. So
far, there has been no evidence of a nonzero uniform
rotation angle α, with statistical errors of order of 0.2° and
systematic uncertainties dominating the error budget at the
level of 0.3° (e.g., [12]). In the absence of other foregrounds, the isotropic birefringence angle α is completely
degenerate with a systematic error in the global orientation
of the polarization-sensitive detectors, which effectively
poses an intrinsic limiting factor in the detection of a
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uniform CB. Efforts are currently devoted to devise
strategies to improve the calibration for the polarization
angle of CMB experiments, for example, using artificial
calibration sources flown on drones or balloons, using the
Crab Nebula, or using the foregrounds themselves as a
calibrator (see, e.g., [13–16], respectively).
A search for an anisotropic CB effect is complementary
as it is not sensitive to a systematic uniform rotation,
and well-motivated, as many theoretical models predict
fluctuations of the rotation angle over the sky (and many
models feature a vanishing constant rotation). The best
upper limits on the amplitude of the scale-invariant anisotropic rotation power spectrum mostly come from measurements of the 4-point correlation functions in the CMB
and are currently of the order hðΔαÞ2 i1=2 ≲ 0.5° [17–21].
Future CMB experiments are projected to improve this
limit by orders of magnitude (e.g., [22]).
In this paper we search for an anisotropic CB in the CMB
polarization data taken with the SPTpol camera. We
reconstruct a map of the rotation angle fluctuations over
500 deg2 of the southern sky and measure its angular power
spectrum. We use this measurement to provide constraints
on the amplitude ACB of the scale-invariant cosmic rotation
power spectrum Cαα
L (see Sec. II for the definition). Going
beyond previous analyses, we also measure the crosscorrelation between the reconstructed rotation angle map
with the CMB temperature fluctuations CαT
L . This crosscorrelation signal is expected to be nonzero in certain
theoretical contexts, including some early dark energy
models from the string axiverse that have recently been
investigated as a possible solution to the Hubble tension
(e.g., [23–25]).
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we provide a
brief overview of the main physical mechanisms that are
expected to source the cosmic polarization rotation. We
then describe the SPTpol dataset and simulations used in
this analysis in Sec. III, while the details of the cosmic
rotation extraction pipeline are provided in Sec. IV. We
validate our analysis against systematic effects in Sec. V,
while we present our cosmic rotation measurement and
discuss its cosmological implications in Sec. VI. Finally,
we draw our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
CMB polarization experiments are designed to measure
the Q and U Stokes parameters at different locations of the
sky, n̂. The presence of an anisotropic cosmic birefringence
field, αðn̂Þ, introduces a phase factor in the observed
polarization field ½Q  iUðn̂Þ, rotating the primordial Q̃
and Ũ Stokes parameters according to
½Q  iUðn̂Þ ¼

e2iαðn̂Þ ½Q̃

 iŨðn̂Þ:

ð2:1Þ

Equation (2.1) tells us that the rotation of the CMB
polarization plane breaks parity and induces an E-to-B
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mixing1 as well as a T-B correlation since acoustic
oscillations result in a nonzero CTE
l . As mentioned in
the Introduction, we can broadly split the main physical
mechanisms that could source the cosmic birefringence in
two classes: parity-violating extensions of the standard
model and primordial magnetic fields (PMF).
A general aspect of parity-violating scenarios is the
presence of a (nearly) massless axionlike pseudoscalar
field,2 a, that couples to the standard electromagnetic term,
Fμν F̃μν , through a Chern-Simons interaction
L⊃

gaγ
aFμν F̃μν ;
4

ð2:2Þ

where gaγ is the coupling constant which has mass-dimension
−1 and F̃μν is the dual of the electromagnetic tensor.
Axionlike particles naturally arise in string theory (e.g.,
[26,27]) and have been discussed in the context of inflation
(e.g., [28]), quintessence (e.g., [29]), neutrino number
asymmetry (e.g., [30]), baryogenesis (e.g., [31,32]), early
dark energy (e.g., [24,25]), and dark matter (e.g., [33,34]).
See Marsh [35] for a review on axionlike fields in cosmology.
The Chern-Simons term in Eq. (2.2) affects the propagation of right- and left-handed photons asymmetrically,
giving rise to the phenomenon of birefringence. The
amount of rotation is dictated by the change of the field
integrated over the photon trajectory Δa and is given by
α¼

gaγ
Δa:
2

ð2:3Þ

If the pseudoscalar field fluctuates over space and time,
δaðn̂; tÞ, then anisotropies in the rotation angle α will also
be generated. For example, if a is effectively a massless
scalar field during inflation, the large-scale limit of the
expected cosmic rotation power spectrum is [23]
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HI gaγ
LðL þ 1ÞCαα
L
¼
;
2π
4π

ð2:4Þ

where HI is the value of the Hubble parameter during the
inflationary era. The inflationary Hubble scale isp
related
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃto
the tensor-to-scalar ratio r through HI ¼ 2πMpl As r=8≃
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4r × 1014 GeV, where Mpl ≃ 2 × 1018 GeV is the reduced
Planck mass and As ≃ 2.2 × 10−9 is the primordial scalar
perturbation amplitude [35].
The second main mechanism that might generate cosmic
birefringence is the Faraday rotation that CMB photons can
undergo when passing through ionized regions permeated
1

Similarly, a B-to-E mixing also arises but is much smaller
because the magnitude of primordial CBB
l is subdominant com.
pared to CEE
l
2
We can think of the axionlike field as a pseudo-NambuGoldstone boson (PNGB) of a spontaneously broken global Uð1Þ
symmetry.
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by a magnetic field [11]. A PMF present at and just after
last scattering would induce a rotation angle along the lineof-sight n̂ given by (e.g., [36])
3
αðn̂Þ ¼
16π 2 eν2

Z
dl · τ_ B;

ð2:5Þ

where τ_ is the differential optical depth, B is the comoving
magnetic field strength, and ν is the observed frequency.
Magnetic fields are ubiquitous in the universe: they are
observed in stars, low- and high-z galaxies, galaxy clusters,
as well as in filaments, and have typical strengths of the
order of few-to-tens of μG (see [37,38] for reviews). While
dynamo and compression amplification mechanisms are
currently hypothesized to be responsible for the observed
magnetic fields, they still require the presence of an initial
nonzero magnetic “seed” field. The specific details of the
generation of such PMFs are still unclear but the main
candidates mechanisms include inflationary scenarios,
phase transitions, or other physical processes (see [39]
and references therein). An improved constraint on the
strength of a PMF would therefore help discriminating
among different early-universe scenarios.
The simplest proposed inflationary models of magnetogenesis predict a scale-invariant PMF (e.g., [40,41]), which
results in a scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum
[42,43]:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

−2 

B1 Mpc
LðL þ 1ÞCαα
ν
L
−4
¼ 1.9 × 10
:
150 GHz
2π
1 nG
ð2:6Þ
Thanks to its characteristic frequency dependence, Faraday
rotation can in principle be disentangled from other sources
of birefringence by performing a multifrequency analysis.
Note that, in addition to the frequency-dependent B modes
induced by Faraday rotation, the metric perturbations and
Lorentz force associated with the PMF also generate vector
and tensor B modes with angular spectra whose shape
resembles those produced by primordial gravitational
waves and lensing (e.g., [44,45]). Considering that these
unaccounted contributions from PMF to B modes can bias
future constraints on inflationary gravitational waves (e.g.,
[46]), a 4-point function analysis such as the one presented
in this paper provides an informative cross-check on the
sources of polarized B modes.
Since the majority of the physical mechanisms discussed
above generically predict a scale-invariant power spectrum
at large scales (L ≲ 100), and to facilitate a comparison
with previous studies, we consider our reference power
spectrum to take the following form:
LðL þ 1Þ αα
CL ¼ ACB × 10−4 ½rad2 :
2π

ð2:7Þ

This will be used to generate Gaussian realizations of the
cosmic birefringence field αðn̂Þ, as discussed in Sec. III B,
and to fit the reconstructed power spectrum in Sec. VI.
From Eq. (2.7) it is clear that the ability to map out the
largest scales on the sky translates into more stringent
constraints on the amplitude of the scale-invariant cosmic
rotation power spectrum.
Note that here we only consider the scale-invariant
cosmic rotation power spectrum that, despite being the
simplest and most widely predicted one, does not cover all
the possible scenarios. For example, causal PMFs tend to
have very blue CB power spectra and so do axionlike
models where the symmetry breaking scale is below that of
inflation.
III. DATA AND SIMULATIONS
In this section we discuss the SPTpol dataset, the data
processing, and the suite of simulated skies used in the
analysis.
A. SPTpol 500 deg2 data
This work makes use of data at 150 GHz from the
SPTpol camera on the South Pole Telescope. Details on the
telescope and camera can be found in [47–50].
The SPTpol survey field is a 500 deg2 patch of the
southern sky extending from 22h to 2h in right ascension
(R.A.) and from −65° to −50° in declination. In this
analysis we use the same dataset employed in the CMB
lensing analysis of Wu et al. [51], and we refer the reader to
that work for a detailed description of the data reduction.
Here we briefly summarize the main properties of the
dataset and the resulting maps.
The dataset comprises 3491 independent observations of
the 500 deg2 field taken between April 30, 2013, and
October 27, 2015. Each observation consists of timeordered data (TOD) for each SPTpol bolometer. TOD
are filtered and calibrated relative to each other before
being binned into maps. For every constant-elevation scan3
and for every bolometer, a third- or fifth-order Legendre
polynomial (depending on that specific scan observing
strategy) is subtracted from the TOD. This effectively acts
as a high-pass filter to suppress atmospheric fluctuations
(e.g., [52]). TOD are additionally low-pass filtered at a
frequency corresponding to an effective multipole of l ¼
7500 to prevent aliasing at the pixelization scale. Electrical
cross talk between detectors is also corrected at the TOD
level as described in Henning et al. [53].
We calibrate the individual bolometer TOD relative to
one another by using a combination of regular observations
of the Galactic HII region RCW38 and an internal chopped
3

We define a scan as a sweep of the telescope from one side of
the field to the other.
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thermal source [54]. The TOD are finally accumulated into
fT; Q; Ug maps using the oblique Lambert azimuthal
equal-area projection with square 10 × 10 pixels.
A number of corrections are applied to the coadded
maps. We deproject the monopole T → P leakage term
from the polarization Q and U maps by subtracting a copy
of the temperature map rescaled by the following leakage
factors, ϵQ ¼ 0.018 and ϵU ¼ 0.008. We also apply a
global polarization rotation angle of 0.63°  0.04°, calibrated by minimizing the observed TB and EB power
spectra [55], to rotate the Q and U maps. Note that by
applying this self-calibration technique we lose any sensitivity to a uniform rotation angle α; however, this does not
represent an issue for the current analysis since we are
interested in the anisotropic component. The final absolute
calibration T cal ¼ 0.9088 and polarization efficiency (or
polarization calibration factor) Pcal ¼ 1.06 are obtained by
comparing SPTpol maps to the CMB maps produced by
Planck. The polarization efficiency Pcal is further multiplied by a multiplicative factor, 1.01 as determined in
Henning et al. [53], to account for potential biases in
Planck ’s polarization efficiency estimate (see [51] for
details). The calibrated temperature map is obtained by
multiplying the observed map by T cal while the calibrated
polarization maps are obtained by multiplying the Q and U
maps by T cal × Pcal.
Three main effects suppress power observed in the maps:
the data filtering, the telescope angular response function
(or beam), and the pixelization. The two-dimensional (2D)
SPTpol transfer function Ffilt
l is estimated using noise-free
maps that have been processed by the mock-observing
pipeline while the beam Fbeam
is measured using Venus
l
observations as described in Henning et al. [53].4 The pixel
window function Fpix
l is the 2D Fourier transform of a
square 10 pixel. The total transfer function is thus modeled
filt beam pix
as Ftot
Fl .
l ¼ Fl Fl
We create a boundary mask that down-weights the noisy
edges of the fT; Q; Ug maps. Additionally, we mask bright
point sources with flux density greater than 6 mJy at either
95 or 150 GHz in the 500 deg2 field using a 5’ radius.
The final product of the data processing consists in a set
of three coadded and masked maps, Tðn̂Þ, Qðn̂Þ, Uðn̂Þ,
at a frequency of 150 GHz. The noise levels calculated in
the 1000 < l < 3000 range are 11.9 μK-arcmin and
8.5 μK-arcmin for the coadded temperature and polarization maps, respectively.5

B. Simulations

4

Here and throughout the paper we adopt the flat-sky approximation and indicate the wave vector in the 2D Fourier plane with
l while l denotes its magnitude (and is equivalent to the
multipole number).
5
Atmospheric noise causes a higher noise level in T than in Q
or U.

This analysis relies heavily on accurate simulations of
the microwave sky to calibrate noise biases, to calculate
uncertainties, and to place constraints on the amplitude of
the scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum (see
Sec. VI C). We follow the approach of Story et al. [56] and
Wu et al. [51] to create simulations that include primary
CMB, foregrounds, and instrumental noise.
We start by generating correlated realizations of the
spherical harmonic coefficients alm of the unlensed T, E,
and B fields, as well as the CMB lensing potential ϕ and
anistropic rotation angle field α, using HEALPIX [57]. The
input cosmology is the best-fit ΛCDM model to the 2015
Planck plikHM_TT_lowTEB_lensing dataset in the
Planck Collaboration et al. [58]. The CMB alm are then
transformed to maps and lensed according to the ϕ
realizations using LensPIX [59]. After lensing is applied
to the CMB maps, the polarization Q and U Stokes
parameters are further rotated in real space according to
Eq. (2.1). The lensed and rotated fT; Q; Ug maps are then
transformed back to the harmonic space where the foregrounds are added (see below) and the alm are multiplied
by the instrument beam function Fbeam
. Finally, the beaml
convolved alm coefficients are evaluated on an equidistant
cylindrical projection (ECP) grid before “mock-observing”
the realizations using the pointing information from actual
observations. The simulated TOD are then filtered and
processed identically to actual telescope data.
The foreground components are modeled as Gaussian
realizations of the underlying power spectra. Note that
neglecting the non-Gaussian contribution, especially from
polarized Galactic foregrounds, might introduce a bias in
the reconstructed cosmic rotation power spectrum. To
assess contaminations induced by non-Gaussian foregrounds we adopt a multifaceted strategy. As discussed
in Secs. VA and V C, we first investigate potential foreground contamination by varying the minimum and maximum CMB E=B-mode multipoles used in the
reconstruction. These two tests probe the main expected
sources of non-Gaussian foreground emission, namely
Galactic dust at low multipoles and polarized point sources
at high multipoles. We further test for contamination by
Galactic dust using dedicated non-Gaussian full-sky dust
Q=U simulations based on the work by [60]. As we will
demonstrate, the impact of non-Gaussian foregrounds on
the measured cosmic rotation power spectrum is negligible.
Even though the main scope of this work is the analysis of
polarization data, we incorporate foreground emissions
relevant for both temperature and polarization. The simulated foregrounds include the thermal and kinematic
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ and kSZ) effects and emission
from the cosmic infrared background (CIB), radio sources,
and Galactic dust. The kSZ and tSZ spectral shapes are
taken from the Shaw et al. [61] model, with amplitudes
chosen to match the George et al. [62] results,
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DkSZþtSZ
¼ 5.66 μK2 . Similarly, the modeling of the clus3000
tered and shot-noise CIB components is taken from George
et al. [62], with DCIB;cl
∝ l0.8 and corresponding amplil
CIB;P
2
2
tudes of DCIB;cl
3000 ¼ 3.46 μK and D3000 ¼ 9.16 μK . The
radio
radio source emission is described by Dl ∝ l2 and
2
Dradio
3000 ¼ 1.06 μK . A 2% polarization fraction is assumed
for the Poisson-distributed components of the extragalactic
polarized emission [63]. The temperature and polarization
Galactic dust power is modeled as power laws with Ddust
∝
l
2
l−0.42 and amplitudes given by DTT;dust
¼
1.15
μK
,
80
EE;dust
BB;dust
2
2
D80
¼ 0.0236 μK , and D80
¼ 0.0118 μK [64].
Instrumental noise is then added to the simulated mockobserved skies through a jackknifing approach. We first
take all of the observations, split them in two sets, and then
subtract the coadd of one-half from the coadd of the
remaining half. This process is repeated for as many times
as the number of simulations by randomly grouping the
observations into two halves.
We generate four sets of simulations:
(A) 400 lensed simulations;
(B) 400 lensed and rotated simulations (same lensed
primary CMB as set A);
(C) 100 lensed and rotated simulations with different
realizations of the CMB but the same realizations of
α as the first 100 simulations in Set B;
(D) 100 lensed simulations (lensed primary CMB different from set B).
Each of the two sets of 400 skies has the same underlying
lensed primary CMB foregrounds and instrumental noise.
Suite A, which we refer to as the “unrotated” simulation set,
does not include the effect of cosmic birefringence, while
the skies in Suite B, referred to as the “rotated” set, are
rotated using Eq. (2.1). The rotated simulations are used to
validate our cosmic rotation quadratic estimator, while the
unrotated simulations, considered to be our baseline simulation set, are used to debias the measured power spectrum
and estimate its uncertainties. The main source of bias, the
ð0Þ
disconnected N L bias, is measured using the entire
unrotated simulation suite. From both the A and B
simulation sets, we use 100 skies to estimate the meanfield term ᾱMF , specifically 50 simulations for each of the
two rotation anisotropy estimates α̂ that enter the CB
spectrum calculation [see Eq. (4.5)]. The remaining 300
simulations are used to calculate the statistical uncertainties
on the measured cosmic rotation power spectrum. An
additional set of 100 unrotated skies (set D) is used to
ð1Þ
estimate the lensing bias term (see Sec. IV B). The N L bias
is estimated using a different set of 100 noiseless rotated
skies (set C). These are 100 simulations of primary CMB
and are lensed by 100 corresponding different Gaussian
realizations of the CMB lensing field. We subsequently
split them into two groups and rotate each sky from each
group using the same cosmic birefringence field αðn̂Þ (see
Sec. IV B).

IV. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
In this section we sketch the steps to reconstruct the
rotation angle anisotropies from the observed CMB polarization maps and to obtain an unbiased estimate of their
power spectrum.
A. Anisotropic cosmic birefringence
quadratic estimator
Similar to CMB lensing, the cosmic polarization rotation
breaks the statistical isotropy of the CMB polarization field,
correlating previously independent multipoles across different angular scales on the sky. The induced off-diagonal
mode-mode covariance can then be exploited to reconstruct
the rotation angle anisotropy field αðn̂Þ by properly
averaging pairs of filtered CMB maps in harmonic space
[65–68]:
Z
ᾱEB
L

¼


d2 lW α;EB
l;l−L Ēl B̄l−L :

ð4:1Þ

Here, Ē and B̄ are the inverse variance-filtered E and B
fields, l and L are the CMB and cosmic rotation Fourier
modes, and W α;EB
l;l−L is a weight function that describes the
rotation-induced mode coupling,6
EE
W α;EB
l;l−L ¼ 2Cl cos 2ðϕl − ϕL−l Þ;

ð4:2Þ

where ϕl is the angle of l measured from the Stokes Q
axis. Note that, at linear order, the cosmic birefringence
weight function W α;EB
l;l−L is nearly orthogonal to that of
CMB lensing [65]. While in principle other quadratic
combinations of the CMB fields can be formed to reconstruct the cosmic rotation (see Table 1 from [68] for the full
list), here we only use the EB estimator since it provides the
highest sensitivity. Therefore we drop the EB superscript
for the rest of the paper.
The input CMB polarization maps are filtered with an
inverse-variance (C−1 ) filter to down-weight noisy modes
and to increase the sensitivity to the cosmic birefringence.
Details about the map filtering can be found in [51,56]. In
this analysis we only use CMB modes with jlx j > 100 and
jlj < 3000, to account for the impact of TOD filtering and
mitigate foreground contamination. The effect of varying
the minimum and maximum CMB multipoles on the
reconstructed cosmic rotation is discussed in Sec. VA.
The cosmic rotation anisotropies ᾱL measured with
Eq. (4.1) are a biased estimate of the true cosmic rotation
anisotropies αL and have to be normalized by a response
function RL . This response function is calculated analytically and reads
6
Note that we ignore the lensing-induced term proportional to
CBB
l since its impact has been shown to be negligible [18,67].
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Z
RL ¼

d2 lW l;l−L W l;l−L F El F Bl−L ;

ð4:3Þ

XX −1
where F Xl ¼ ðCXX
describes the diagonal
l þ Nl Þ
approximation of the inverse-variance filter applied to
the input E and B fields. We estimate the deviations from
the ideal response function induced by nonstationary
effects such as the survey boundary and anisotropic filtering by calculating the cross spectrum between the input and
birefringence anisotropies reconstructed from the ACB ¼ 1
sim in 
in 2
simulations, RMC
L ¼ hα̂L ðαL Þ i=hjαL j i. We find that this
MC
multiplicative correction is small, RL ≲ 5%, and approximately constant across the multipole range considered
here. Instead of perturbatively correcting the normalization
by applying RMC
L , we marginalize over a constant rescaling
factor of the response function at the likelihood level, as
discussed in detail in Sec. VI C. This approach presents
some advantages. To better see this, consider that the
amplitude of the CB power spectrum is degenerate with a
multiplicative correction of the estimator’s normalization,
which we recall is also estimated with a degree of
uncertainty itself. While the application of a misestimated
RMC
L would still yield unbiased results in the null hypothesis case (as is the case here), this could potentially lead to
small biases on the recovered ACB constraint if there is a
non-negligible amount of CB in the data. Therefore by
including RMC
in the likelihood calculation and marginL
alizing over it we are effectively absorbing our ignorance of
the exact RMC
into the ACB inference, resulting in an
L
unbiased and robust constraint.
We further subtract a small mean-field correction ᾱMF
L ,
estimated by averaging ᾱ reconstructed from many input
lensed masked CMB simulations, to account for anisotropic features, such as inhomogeneous noise and maskinduced mode coupling, which can mimic the effects of
birefringence. The final estimate of the unbiased cosmic
rotation map is thus
MF
α̂L ¼ R−1
L ðᾱL − ᾱL Þ:

ð4:4Þ
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rotation power spectrum Cαα
L and must be corrected for a
number of bias terms.
The most significant contribution to the noise budget
ð0Þ
comes from the disconnected, or Gaussian, N L bias. This
term arises from chance correlations in the primary CMB,
foregrounds, and noise; hence it is present even in the
absence of CB. To accurately estimate this contribution we
use the realization-dependent algorithm introduced in
Namikawa et al. [69] which reduces the sensitivity to
the mismatch between the observed and simulated CMB
fluctuations and suppresses the covariance between band
powers,7
ð0Þ;RD

NL

ij
¼ h4Ĉdi
L − 2ĈL i:

8
Here Ĉdi
L denotes a spectrum where one leg of the
quadratic estimator is fixed to be the data and the second
leg is simulation i, Ĉij
L is the cross spectrum between two
simulations with j ¼ i þ 1 (cyclically), and the angle
brackets denote the average over simulations.
Even after subtracting the disconnected bias, there exists
a non-negligible correction from the lensing-induced trispectrum [67]. We estimate the lensing bias by subtracting
ð0Þ
N L from the power spectrum of a different set of unrotated
simulations,9

ð0Þ

ii
N lens
L ¼ hĈL − N L i:

ð1Þ

0

N L ¼ h2ĈiiL − 2Ĉij
L i;
0

ð0Þ;RD

where f mask is the average value of the fourth power of the
fiducial mask. The cosmic rotation estimator is quadratic in
the CMB fields, and therefore its power spectrum probes
the four-point correlation function of the CMB anisotropies. Equation (4.5) is a biased estimate of the true cosmic

ð4:8Þ

where ĈiiL is the power spectrum constructed from two sets
of simulations that share the same input CB field α but
different lensed CMB (see Sec. III B).
The final unbiased estimate of the cosmic rotation power
spectrum is thus
α̂ α̂
Ĉαα
L ¼ CL − N L

jLj¼L

ð4:7Þ

From the rotated simulations we further subtract the
ð1Þ
connected bias, known as N L because it is first order in
αα
CL , which we estimate as follows [56]:

B. Power spectrum estimation
The raw cosmic rotation power spectrum Cα̂L α̂ can be
measured by correlating the cosmic birefringence map α̂L
obtained with Eq. (4.4) with itself:
X
hα̂L α̂L i;
ð4:5Þ
Cα̂L α̂ ≡ f −1
mask

ð4:6Þ

ð1Þ

− N lens
L − NL :

ð4:9Þ

ð1Þ

We stress once again that the N L bias term is removed
from the rotated simulations but not from the unrotated
ones and, most importantly, not from the data since we are
agnostic about the presence of cosmic rotation. Figure 1
shows the relative magnitude of the various bias terms in
our analysis.
We have omitted the αα superscript for clarity.
Here “leg” denotes one of the two CMB fields entering the
quadratic estimator.
ð0Þ
9
The standard N L bias used here can be estimated from
ð0Þ
simulations as N L ¼ h2Ĉij
L i.
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FIG. 1. Noise biases for the cosmic rotation reconstruction. The
theoretical scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum with
unit amplitude (ACB ¼ 1) is shown by the black solid line. The
ð0Þ;RD
main source of noise, the Gaussian N L
bias, is shown by the
yellow solid line and is estimated with the realization-dependent
approach. The blue solid (dashed) line shows the positive
ð0Þ;RD
(negative) values of the lensing bias N lens
L . The sum of N L
lens
and N L is the total noise bias (cyan solid line) that we subtract
from the measured raw power spectrum Cα̂L α̂ . For reference, the
ð1Þ
N L bias (calculated for ACB ¼ 1 and not subtracted from the
observed spectrum) is shown by the red solid line. See the text for
further details.

FIG. 2. Distribution of the reconstructed amplitudes ACB of the
scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum from unrotated
(yellow histogram) and rotated (light green histogram) simulations. The corresponding ACB value found from the observed data
is shown by the red vertical line.

Finally, the reported band powers are calculated as the
product of the recovered amplitude and the input theory at
the bin center Lb,
αα;theory
:
Ĉαα
Lb ≡ Ab CLb

ð4:12Þ

The distribution of the recovered scale-invariant CB
spectrum amplitudes from rotated and unrotated simulations is shown in Fig. 2 by the light green and yellow
histograms, respectively.

C. Binned spectrum and amplitude
We measure the cosmic rotation power spectrum in 11
multipole bins in the range 50 ≤ L ≤ 2000. We refer to
these binned power spectrum values as “band powers.” We
first estimate the per-bin amplitude by taking the ratio
between the debiased cosmic rotation spectrum and the
input theory spectrum
Ab ≡

Ĉαα
b
Cαα;theory
b

;

ð4:10Þ

where b stands for a binned quantity. Cb is the weighted
average of CL (either theory or data) within each bin
P
L∈b wL CL
Cb ¼ P
;
ð4:11Þ
L∈b wL
=VarðCα̂L α̂ Þ are chosen to
where the weights wL ¼ Cαα;theory
L
maximize the signal to noise and VarðCα̂L α̂ Þ is estimated
from unrotated simulations. The overall cosmic rotation
amplitude ACB is obtained similarly to the bin-by-bin
amplitude but extending the summation over the whole
L range.

V. ANALYSIS VALIDATION
In this section we perform a suite of consistency checks
and systematic tests to validate the robustness of the results
presented here.
A. Consistency checks
For each check we vary one aspect of the analysis and
rerun the whole reconstruction pipeline to obtain Ĉαα;sys
Lb
from the data and from the set of simulations. To assess the
consistency between different analysis variations we calculate two summary statistics. Specifically, we measure the
difference between the band powers obtained from the
αα;sys
αα
baseline and modified analyses, ΔĈαα
, as
Lb ¼ ĈLb − ĈLb
well as the corresponding amplitude difference, ΔACB ¼
ACB − Asys
CB . Both the band power and amplitude differences
are then compared to the distributions inferred from the
unrotated simulations.
The first metric quantitatively assesses the consistency
by calculating the χ 2 of the data difference spectrum against
the mean found in simulations using the variance of the
simulation difference spectra σ 2b;sys as the uncertainty:
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TABLE I.
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Consistency checks.a

Test name
lxmin ¼ 50
lxmin ¼ 200
lmax ¼ 2500
lmax ¼ 3500
Apodization Mask

χ2

PTE

ΔACB  σðΔACB Þ

PTE

4.1
10.1
8.5
2.5
9.7

0.95
0.45
0.68
0.99
0.47

0.002  0.033
0.001  0.051
−0.0005  0.006
−0.0003  0.0013
−0.020  0.015

0.95
0.99
0.94
0.88
0.23

a

Results of the consistency checks. For each test we report the
and PTE of the band-power difference as well as the amplitude
difference and the associated PTE.
χ2

FIG. 3. Consistency tests summary. The difference band power
ΔĈαα
Lb between the baseline/alternate analyses and their uncertainties are scaled by the 1σ cosmic rotation uncertainties in that
specific bin. The grey shaded regions indicate the 1σ uncertainties
on the baseline measurement of Ĉαα
L . As can be seen, the induced
shifts are generally only a small fraction of the statistical bandpower uncertainties.

χ 2sys

¼

αα;sim 2
X ðΔĈαα
iÞ
L − hΔĈL
b

b

σ 2b;sys

b

:

ð5:1Þ

The probability to exceed (PTE) of the above χ 2 is then
calculated directly from simulations as the percentage of
simulations that have a χ 2 larger than that found for the
data. In Fig. 3 we provide a visual summary of these band
power–difference tests. Note that both the induced shifts
and their uncertainties are only a small fraction of the
statistical band-power uncertainties.
The second metric compares instead the shift induced by
the analysis variation on the inferred cosmic rotation
amplitude ΔACB to the variance of the simulation difference-amplitudes σðΔACB Þ. In a similar fashion to the band
power–difference case, the PTE is calculated from simulations as the percentage of simulations that have a difference amplitude with a larger magnitude than ΔACB for
the data.
The χ 2 and PTEs from the different tests are listed in
Table I. As can be seen, the analysis variations produce
band powers and cosmic rotation amplitudes consistent
with the ones found in the baseline analysis.
Varying lxmin , lmax : By varying the multipole range of
the input E- and B-mode maps we can test for the
consistency of the band powers as well as for the impact
of foregrounds at both large and small scales. We perform
two types of l cuts. On the low-l side, we discard modes
with jlx j < lxmin which are mostly affected by the TOD
filtering and Galactic dust. We apply two lxmin cuts,
lxmin ¼ 50 and lxmin ¼ 200. The largest shift is observed
for the lxmin ¼ 200 case where one band power is changed

by ≈1σ, although with an uncertainty of 0.6σ. On the highl side we adjust the maximum multipole value from lmax ¼
3000 to 2500 and 3500. This test is sensitive to high-l
foreground contamination, such as from polarized point
sources. Overall, we find the data are consistent with the
expectations from simulations in these l-cuts tests.
Apodization: In the baseline analysis we use boundary
and point-source masks with a top-hat profile. We test for
mask effects by redoing the analysis replacing the baseline
mask with one that has been apodized with a cosine profile.
Specifically, the cosine taper is set to 10’ for the boundary
and to 5’ for the sources. The induced shift is consistent
with expectations based on simulations.
B. Systematic uncertainties
In this section we estimate the impact of systematic
uncertainties on the measured cosmic rotation power
spectrum amplitude. The sources of systematic uncertainty,
as well as their respective impact on ACB , are reported in
Table II.
Beam uncertainty: To get a sense of the beam-related
systematics we perturb the baseline beam profile using the
uncertainties ΔFbeam
from Henning et al. [53] and convolve
l
the input data maps by ð1 þ ΔFbeam
Þ while leaving the
l
simulations untouched. Then, we deconvolve both the data
and the simulations with the baseline beam as opposed to
Fbeam
ð1 þ ΔFbeam
Þ, effectively testing for a systematic 1σ
l
l
underestimation of the beam profile over the entire multipole range. The resulting systematic uncertainty on the CB
power spectrum amplitude is ΔAbeam
CB ¼ 0.001, roughly 1%
of the statistical uncertainty on ACB . We therefore conclude
that the result is robust against beam uncertainty.
Temperature and polarization calibrations: Errors in the
temperature and polarization calibrations will propagate to
TABLE II.

Systematic uncertainties.

Type
Beam uncertainty
T=P calibration
T → P leakage
Polarization rotation
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an uncertainty on the CB power spectrum amplitude; in
particular they will affect the reconstructed power spectrum
ð0Þ;RD
Cα̂L α̂ as well as the realization-dependent N L
bias. As
discussed in Sec. III A, the CMB power measured by
SPTpol is calibrated to match the Planck observations to
better than 1% accuracy; specifically the 1σ uncertainties
on the temperature and polarization calibration factors are
δT cal ¼ 0.3% and δPcal ¼ 0.6%, respectively [53]. To
quantify the impact of these uncertainties we scale the
Q=U data maps by ð1 þ δT cal Þð1 þ δPcal Þ and leave the
simulated maps unchanged. The difference in the recovered
CB amplitudes is ΔAcal
CB ¼ −0.003, or −0.03σ, significantly
smaller than the statistical uncertainty on ACB .
T → P leakage: A misestimation of the temperature
power leaking into the Q and U maps could also cause a
bias in the estimated power spectrum amplitude. Similar to
the previous systematics, we test for this effect by oversubtracting a ϵQ=U -scaled copy of the T map by 1σ (in the
leakage factors) from the polarization data maps while fixing
the rest of the analysis to the baseline case. The change
induced in ACB is negligibly small at ΔAT→P
CB ¼ −0.002.
Polarization angle rotation: As already mentioned in
Sec. III A, there is a 6% systematic uncertainty in the global
orientation of the detectors, which is measured by minimizing the TB and EB correlations. The anisotropic CB
quadratic estimator is expected to be insensitive to such
uncertainty. We test for this by rerunning the analysis in the
case where we apply an extra 6% rotation to the data Q=U
maps. We find that ACB shifts by −0.003σ, demonstrating
that the bias induced by an offset in the polarization angle
rotation is much smaller than statistical uncertainty on the
amplitude of the cosmic rotation power spectrum.
C. Galactic dust contamination
At an observing frequency of 150 GHz, the polarized
emission from Galactic dust significantly contaminates the
B-mode signal, especially at large angular scales. In this
analysis we filter out CMB modes with jlx j < 100 before
we reconstruct the polarization rotation angle anisotropy,
and therefore we do not expect significant contamination
from Galactic dust, and we checked this in Sec. VA by
varying the minimum multipole used in the reconstruction
process.
To further validate our analysis, and in particular to
address the question about the impact of the non-Gaussian
dust signature on the recovered cosmic rotation band
powers, we generate full-sky maps of the polarized dust
emission following the scheme outlined in Vansyngel et al.
[60]. Briefly, this phenomenological model relates the
submillimeter polarized thermal dust emission to the
structure of the Galactic magnetic field (GMF) and interstellar matter. The GMF is modeled as the sum of a mean
uniform field and a Gaussian random turbulent component
with a power-law power spectrum, while the structure of

FIG. 4. Impact of non-Gaussian polarized Galactic dust. Mean
difference cosmic rotation power spectrum between simulations
that include the non-Gaussian Galactic dust realizations from [60]
and the nominal realization with Gaussian foregrounds. The
band-power difference ΔCαα
L is normalized by the 1σ statistical
uncertainty at each multipole bin.

interstellar matter is given by the dust total intensity map
from Planck (we use the GNILC intensity dust map at
353 GHz from [70]).10 The dust realizations match the onepoint statistic of the observed polarized fraction over the
SPT footprint. The Q=U dust maps produced at 353 GHz
are subsequently scaled to 150 GHz assuming a modified
blackbody spectrum for dust with spectral index βd ¼ 1.53
and temperature of T d ¼ 19.6 K [71] and then added to our
baseline simulations introduced in Sec. III B.
In Fig. 4 we show the band-power difference between
simulations that include non-Gaussian dust emission and
the baseline ones, averaged over 70 realizations and
normalized to the 1σ statistical band-power uncertainties.
As can be seen, the induced shift is at most 0.1σ of the
statistical uncertainties at each multipole bin while the PTE
under the hypothesis of no difference between the Gaussian
and non-Gaussian foregrounds cases is about 15%.
Therefore we conclude that foreground contamination
arising from Galactic dust is not significant.
VI. RESULTS
In this section we present the main results of this
analysis: the cosmic rotation power spectrum, the crosscorrelation with CMB temperature fluctuations, the scaleinvariant CB amplitude, as well as the constraints on two
illustrative theoretical models.
We start by showing in Fig. 5 the map of the reconstructed polarization rotation angle fluctuations α over the
SPTpol 500 deg2 footprint. For visualization purposes the
Our non-Gaussian dust simulations include the E − B
asymmetry.
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FIG. 5. Top: a map of the reconstructed cosmic birefringence fluctuations α̂ from the SPTpol 500 deg2 polarization data using the EB
quadratic estimator. The map has been smoothed by a 1 deg FWHM Gaussian beam. Bottom: simulated α maps plotted with the same
color scale as the top panel and smoothed by a 1 deg FWHM Gaussian beam. The left panel shows the input α map generated from a
scale-invariant CB power spectrum with ACB ¼ 1, the middle panel shows the reconstructed map estimated from the noisy simulation
that has been rotated using the input map on the left, and the right panel shows the reconstructed α map obtained from the corresponding
unrotated simulation. The pattern of the CB fluctuations reconstructed from the data appears similar to what is seen in the unrotated case,
providing a visual indication that the amplitude of the CB signal in the data must be ACB ≪ 1.

map has been smoothed with a 1 deg full width at half
maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
A. Power spectrum estimation
The cosmic rotation power spectrum measurement from
SPTpol is presented in Fig. 6. We recover the power
spectrum in 11 band powers in the range 50 ≤ L ≤ 2000.
The band-power covariance CLb Lb0 is estimated using
N sim ¼ 300 simulations of the unrotated skies that have
been fully processed through the reconstruction pipeline
(see Sec. III B). The error bars reported are taken from the
diagonal of the covariance matrix. We list in Table III the
recovered band powers together with their statistical
uncertainties.
Our working hypothesis is that the rotation angle map is
zero. We can calculate
under this null
P the chi−1square
αα
hypothesis as χ 2null ¼ bb0 Ĉαα
Lb CLb Lb0 ĈLb0 ≃ 7.7. The number of simulations with a larger χ 2 than that of the real data
translates to a PTE of 76.5%, and therefore we cannot rule
out the no-rotation hypothesis.

Another way to look at this is by measuring the
amplitude of the recovered power spectrum with respect
to the fiducial model, as discussed in Sec. IV C. We find an
amplitude of the scale-invariant CB power spectrum of
ACB ¼ −0.049  0.096, where the statistical uncertainty is
derived from the standard deviation of the CB amplitudes
from the unrotated simulations. Finally, note that the results
presented in this subsection (as well as in Sec. VI B) do not
incorporate the marginalization over the estimator’s normalization correction RMC
L but, as mentioned in Sec. IVA,
this does not bias the power spectrum measurement given
the nondetection. However, we incorporate the effect of
RMC
L and its uncertainty on the inferred amplitude of the
scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum ACB at the
likelihood level in Sec. VI C.
B. Cross-correlation with temperature
If the CB-inducing field is correlated with primordial
density fluctuations, for example in the case of a quintessence field with adiabatic primordial perturbations seeded
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FIG. 6. Anisotropic cosmic rotation power spectrum measured
from SPTpol 500 deg2 polarization data (red circles) and from
the ACTpol experiment (blue squares) [21]. The black solid line
shows the fiducial scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum assuming ACB ¼ 1 [see Eq. (2.7)]. The PTE under the norotation hypothesis is 76.5% and therefore cannot be rejected.

FIG. 7. Cross-power spectrum between the SPTpol CMB
temperature fluctuations and the anisotropic CB angle. The inset
panel shows the distribution of χ 2null from simulations (blue
histogram) and the value from data (red vertical line). The cross
power is consistent with the hypothesis of no signal between
the maps.

during inflation, then a cross-correlation signal with CMB
temperature fluctuations is also expected (e.g., [23,24]).
It is interesting then to cross-correlate the reconstructed
rotation angle map α with the CMB temperature fluctuations over the same patch of the sky. In Fig. 7 we show the
cross spectrum CαT
L reconstructed in ten band powers in the
range 100 ≤ L ≤ 2000. We derive the uncertainties by
cross-correlating the simulated temperature and cosmic
rotation maps (that have no common cosmological signal)
and computing the variance for each band power. Similar to
the autospectrum case, we compute the χ 2null under the nocorrelation hypothesis, finding χ 2null ¼ 9.8. This corresponds to a PTE of 55.8% meaning that, in this case
too, we do not reject the null hypothesis. In addition, the
number of simulations with an absolute value of χ null ¼
P αT
αT
b CLb =σðCLb Þ larger than that of the data results in a PTE
of 16%. Despite the reported nondetection, we note that the

CαT
L cross-correlation is still informative and can provide
tight constraints on the axionlike-photon coupling constant
gaγ in certain models, even tighter than those provided by
cosmic rotation spectrum (e.g., [24]). The reason is that
while the autospectrum Cαα
L depends quadratically on the
coupling constant, the cross spectrum scales as gaγ , and as
such, it is more sensitive to small values of the coupling.

TABLE III.

Cosmic rotation band powers from SPTpol 500d.

½Lmin

Lmax 

Lb

5
2
Ĉαα
Lb [×10 deg ]

[50
[100
[134
[182
[245
[331
[447
[603
[814
[1098
[1482

99]
133]
181]
244]
330]
446]
602]
813]
1097]
1481]
2000]

75
117
158
213
288
389
525
708
956
1290
1741

0.427  3.569
−7.225  3.949
−3.253  3.040
2.939  2.563
1.222  1.972
−0.500  1.933
0.088  1.690
−0.977  1.398
0.140  1.328
0.274  1.174
−0.293  0.948

C. Cosmological and fundamental physics implications
The cosmic rotation power spectrum Ĉαα
L reconstructed
from SPTpol data is consistent with the null line. In order to
turn the nondetection into an upper limit on the amplitude
of the scale-invariant CB power spectrum ACB , we follow
the approach of Namikawa et al. [21] and construct an
approximate likelihood for the recovered CB power spectrum that takes into account small deviations from
Gaussianity at the largest scales. This log-likelihood is
based itself on the one proposed by Hamimeche and Lewis
[72] and reads
X
f
−2 ln Lα ðACB Þ ¼
gðÂLb ÞCfLb C−1
ð6:1Þ
Lb Lb0 CLb0 gðÂLb0 Þ;
bb0

where
ÂL ¼

0
lens
Ĉαα
L þ NL þ NL
1
0
lens
ACB ðCαα
L þ NLÞ þ NL þ NL

ð6:2Þ

is the amplitude of the recovered power spectrum relative to
that of simulations including the cosmic birefringence
signal Cαα
at a given bin Lb , and gðxÞ ¼ signðx −
L
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
1Þ 2ðx − ln x − 1Þ for x ≥ 0. The fiducial spectrum CfL
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and the covariance entering the equation above are measured from the unrotated simulations as discussed in
Sec. VI A. As mentioned in Sec. IVA, we include the
effect of a constant multiplicative bias in the response
function by rescaling the reconstructed spectrum (as well as
αα
MC 2
the noise biases) according to Ĉαα
Þ.
L → ĈL =ðR
We sample the posterior distributions using the EMCEE
package [73] and impose a flat prior on ACB > 0, whereas
for the normalization factor we adopt the Gaussian prior
PðRMC Þ ∝ N ð1; 0.12 Þ.11 The resulting 2σ upper bound on
the amplitude of the scale-invariant cosmic rotation power
spectrum is ACB < 0.10, which translates to a limit of
−5
LðL þ 1ÞCαα
rad2 (0.033 deg2 ).12 This
L =2π < 1.0 × 10
constraint is in line with the 2σ limit reported by the
ACTpol Collaboration, ACB < 0.1, over the multipole
range 20 ≤ L ≤ 2048 [21]. As we mentioned in Sec. II,
the largest scales probed by the measurement drive the
constraining power; for example, if we discard the first
band power between 50 ≤ L < 100, we obtain a 2σ upper
limit of ACB < 0.15. Let us finally point out that, as is
frequently the case when dealing with upper limits, the
specific details of the prior imposed on ACB have a
substantial effect on the resulting constraint on the amplitude of the scale-invariant CB power spectrum. For
instance, adopting the prior pðACB Þ ∝ log ACB (usually
employed when the magnitude of a certain parameter is
unknown) results in a 2σ upper bound of ACB < 0.026.
However, the posterior for this prior diverges for small
values of ACB and artificially shrinks the inferred upper
bounds, as also noted elsewhere in literature (e.g., [17]).
Therefore, to be more conservative and to facilitate a
comparison with previous similar works, we adopt the
uniform prior on ACB as our baseline prior.
We can now turn this upper limit into constraints on
specific parameters of different physical mechanisms.
Recalling that Eq. (2.4) has been derived under the
assumption of an effectively massless pseudoscalar field
a at the time of inflation, we can translate the constraint on
the scale-invariant cosmic rotation power spectrum to an
upper bound on the coupling between axionlike particles
and photons,
gaγ ≤

4.0 × 10−2
HI

ð95% C:L:Þ:

ð6:3Þ

This constraint is particularly informative for those
models where the axionlike particles have small masses
in the 10−33 eV ≲ ma ≲ 10−28 eV range. This mass range
Here N ðμ; σ 2 Þ denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean μ
and variance σ 2 .
12
We note that the 2σ upper bound on ACB is fairly insensitive
to changes in the mean or the variance of the Gaussian prior, such
as shifting the mean by 0.05 or increasing/decreasing the
variance by a factor of 2. In particular, if we completely neglect
this correction (i.e., we fix RMC ¼ 1), we find ACB < 0.09.
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can be understood as follows. For an axionlike particle with
mass ma , the value of a at early times (H ≫ ma ) is frozen at
a ≈ a0 , while for H ≲ ma the field will oscillate around the
minimum of its potential, yielding Δa ¼ 0 [see Eq. (2.3)].
Therefore, the polarization rotation will be sourced only if
the fluctuations of the axionlike field are frozen at recombination and oscillations begin afterwards, i.e., ma ≲ Hrec ≃
10−28 eV. On the other hand, the mass of the pseudoscalar
field has to be large enough for a to be dynamical (i.e.,
a_ ≠ 0) between the decoupling and today to produce a
polarization rotation. Given that the transition of the field a
from static to dynamical occurs when H ∼ ma , the lower
bound on the mass then becomes ma ≳ H0 ≃ 10−33 eV.
Considering the current 2σ upper limit on the tensor-toscalar ratio r ≤ 0.07 [74], the constraint on the coupling
becomes gaγ ≤2.1r−1=2 ×10−16 GeV−1 ∼7.9×10−16 GeV−1 or
6.6 × 10−15 GeV−1 assuming the forecasted sensitivity
σðrÞ ≃ 10−3 from next-generation CMB experiments.
The coupling constant gaγ can also be related to the
decay constant (or Peccei-Quinn symmetry-breaking scale)
f a through gaγ ¼ ðαem =2πÞCaγ =f a ∼ 10−3 =fa , where αem is
the fine structure constant and Caγ is a model-dependent
dimensionless parameter of Oð1Þ (e.g., [35]). Our upper
bound on ACB then implies a lower bound on the coupling
pﬃﬃﬃ
scale f a ≳ 4.8 r × 1012 GeV ∼ 1.3 × 1012 GeV for r ∼
0.07 (or ∼1.5 × 1011 GeV for r ∼ 10−3 ). The typical decay
constant values predicted in string theory are around the
Grand Unification Theory (GUT) scale, f a ∼ 1016 GeV
[75], and in general below the Planck scale, although values
as low as f a ∼ 1010−12 GeV are possible [76].
Current constraints on the coupling between axionlike
particles and photons are based on a wide range of
observational and experimental techniques, spanning from
astrophysics to terrestrial laboratory experiments. For
example, the energy loss associated with the production
of axions (and other low-mass weakly interacting particles
such as neutrinos) inside the interior of globular cluster
stars provides a 2σ constraint of gaγ < 6.6 × 10−11 GeV−1
(or f a > 1.5 × 107 GeV) [77]. Similarly, helioscopes such
as the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) search for
conversions into x rays of solar axions in a dipole magnet
directed toward the Sun and are able to obtain the upper
bound of gaγ < 6.6 × 10−11 GeV−1 for ma < 0.02 eV [78].
The absence of γ rays from the core-collapse supernova
SN1987A, which would originate from the conversion of
axionlike particles into photons by the Galactic magnetic
field, translates to a constraint of gaγ ≲ 5.3 × 10−12 GeV−1
(or f a ≳ 1.9 × 108 GeV) for ma ≲ 4.4 × 10−10 eV [79].
Limits from laboratory searches, such as the light-shining-through-walls or microwave cavity experiments, are
currently weaker than astrophysical or cosmological constraints. For instance, the Optical Search for QED Vacuum
Birefringence, Axions, and Photon Regeneration (OSQAR)
experiment used a 9T transverse magnetic field and an
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18.5 W continuous wave laser emitting at the wavelength of
532 nm to provide a 2σ constraint on gaγ ≲ 3.5 × 10−8 GeV−1
(or f a ≳ 2.9 × 104 GeV) for ma ≲ 0.3 meV [80].
We can also turn the upper limit on ACB into a bound on
the strength of a scale-invariant PMF. Using Eq. (2.6) and
considering an observing frequency of ν ¼ 150 GHz, we
find a 95% upper limit of B1 Mpc < 17 nG. While current
constraints on PMFs from 4-point function measurements
such as the one presented here are not yet competitive with
those from the B-mode power spectrum (which are of order
1 nG; see, e.g., [81,82]), they will improve dramatically in
the near future thanks to the different scalings with B1 Mpc
[22]. In particular, experiments such as CMB-S4 and PICO
are projected to obtain bounds on the PMF strength down to
∼0.1 nG, which would rule out the purely primeval origin
(without any dynamo mechanism) of the observed
1–10 μG magnetic fields [83]. Finally, note that the
Faraday rotation caused by a ∼0.1 nG PMF would be
similar to that induced by the Galactic magnetic field near
the poles [42].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a search for anisotropic cosmic
birefringence using CMB polarization data from
500 deg2 of the sky surveyed with SPTpol. We apply a
quadratic estimator to the observed polarized E- and Bmode maps and reconstruct a map of the cosmic rotation
angle anisotropies. The amplitude of the recovered power
spectrum is consistent with zero. The 95% upper limit on
the amplitude of the scale-invariant cosmic rotation power
spectrum predicted in a wide range of theoretical contexts is
−4
LðL þ 1ÞCαα
rad2 (0.033 deg2 ). This
L =2π < 0.10 × 10
upper bound is then translated into constraints on the
strength of scale-invariant primordial magnetic fields,
B1 Mpc < 17 nG (95% C.L.), and on the coupling between
axionlike fields and the electromagnetic sector, gaγ ≤ 4.0 ×
10−2 H−1
I (95% C.L.). We perform a suite of consistency
checks and systematic tests to validate the results, finding
no evidence for significant contamination.
In addition to the cosmic rotation power autospectrum,
we have made the first-ever measurement of the crosscorrelation between CMB temperature fluctuations and the
reconstructed rotation angle map, and find no detectable
cosmological signal.
As the instrumental noise level in polarization falls
below ΔP ≈ 5 μK-arcmin, the lensed B modes will start
dominating the estimator variance, potentially limiting the
sensitivity to cosmic birefringence. In principle, delensing
techniques (e.g., [84,85]) can be applied to the observed B

modes to reduce the noise of the estimator to augment the
constraining power of the 4-point function estimator
[68,86]. More generally, this identical problem arises in
CMB lensing, where beyond quadratic estimator techniques have been developed to more optimally extract
lensing information from the data, and which could be
adapted for cosmic birefringence [87–89].
Over the next few years the CMB polarization anisotropies will be mapped out over large fractions of the sky
with unprecedented sensitivity. While the main focus of
proposed experiments such as CMB-S4 [7] and PICO [90]
is the detection of primordial tensor perturbations, the data
collected will unlock a wide range of ancillary science. In
particular, their promise to improve up to 3 orders of
magnitude the constraints on the amplitude of the scaleinvariant cosmic birefringence power spectrum will significantly advance our understanding of primordial magnetism and parity-violating physics [22].
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